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BY u covering dimension in the modified sense of Kae&ov and Smirnov it 
t the theorem in dimension theory holds for the case of the product of a 
Tyckonaff space with a iocaily compact paracompact Hausdorff space. 
The dimension best suited to norrral spaces eems to be the ccvering 
dimension, which comes from the idea of Lebesgue. For Tychorxff 
spaces (= completely regular Hausdol*ff spaces), however, we need a 
t modification. Namely, by add@ the adjective “normal” tt, cover- 
in the usual definition, we define the covering dimension of a 
ff space X, denoted by dim X, as the least integer M such that 
normal open covering of admits a fini ?:e n 
order 6 n + 1 as its refine nt. This .modific 
ffit&ov [ 3 ] and also to Smimov [ 151. IIn case X is normal, dim X coin- 
ci with the covering dimension o5’X in the usual sense. 
ur main Concern in this paper is the product theorem, which asserts 
the validity of the inequality 
dim (XX Y) $$ dim X + dim Y 
paces X and Y. Throughout this er, by a space: 
onoff space, unless othe specified. 
roduct theorem has been proved to be 
duct space XX Y is ahwaIls normal, 
while known count les for the product theorem \EJith the usual 
nsion involve non-normal duct spaces. It 
ce X the zero-dimensional of X in the usu& 
sense of coverin 
for thz well-known e 
neither SX S nor 
definition of cove 
theorem with the mo 
Tychonoff spaces. 
Indeed, in a Frevious paper 
rem for the case where X is an 
compact space Since countably c 
Vi 
[ 11 I, in the prc;sent paper we shall establish the 
the second result, whir!; contains the fmt result 
well as the prod rt theorems 4 and 5 in our 
Theorem 1. Let X be a space and Y u 
space. Thert dim (XX Y) 5 dim X 
It is to be noted that, as is .ki. Rudin, X X Y is not irl 
normal even if X is normal an 
As a corollary to Theorem 1, we have: 
As a space Y satisfyin, 
a pseudocompact §pa~~ z 
locally compact metric s 
4 below). 
‘The following thcore 
e usefulness of the m 
173, in case X, is not compact for uncou 
duct space Tl[x, is not normal even if each Xx is a metric 
rem 3 Fdils to be valid if the dimension is urId~rsto~acl 
nkXin proved that the product of any infinite number 
N is the set of all natural numbers with the discrete 
nsional in the sense that fo any zero-set F and any 
with I;: G there is an open set H such that F C I9 C G, 
era-dimensionality in this sense, however, is equivalent o 
ity in the modified sense of covering tiimension, 
and so Franklin’s result is obtained from our Theorem 3. 
For the proof of Theorem we need the following lemma due to 
Pasvnkov [ 13 I; in case X is compact it is a well-known theorem of S. 
~[~~~de~i~. 
Lemma P. Let X be a space with dim X = n and f a continuous map 
from X oazto a metric space T. Then there exist a metric space S with 
dim S $ rf and continuous onto maps g: X + S and h: S + T such that 
f=hg. 
roof of Lemma 1 is based on Lemma 2 below, which is also 
asynkov [ 13 I. 
Lemm . If X is a spctce with dim X 5 n, then any normal ope~z cover- 
ing 9 X admits a ilorrnlzl open covering QC of X of order 5’ n + 1 as 
a refinement of 8. 
Here we shall give our proof of Lemmas 2 and 1 for the sake of com- 
pteteness. 
Proof of Lemma 2. As a refinement of $3 there exists! a o-discrete coverA_ 
52,, i = 1, 2, ..* } of X by coxerb-sets such that { c’i, : Q E ,cb,} 
is discrete. Let US put ui = U { Uio l l CY E Eli). Then each Vi is a cozero-set 
= X n Vi with a c,lpzero-set Vi in p(X). Since 
et of /3(X), V is Litndelijf’and im IJ= 
of C.H. Dowker in the case of Lirx?+ 
there is a UX.I~ table CCYV~X~XI~, { wi ~ 
i= 1,2,... ) of V by cozero-sets uch that Wi C Vi for each i and the 
orderof {WJ~n+l.Letusput 
twocontinuousontomapsg: X-4andh:S+ I”withf=h~g.This 
proves Lemma 1. 
space. Then there exist3 an open cover-i 
ack, para~omp~ct 
P= [O, 11. 
xandx’o 
I, any ~~itiv~ inte 
is t, 
ut 
x”) 
uous over 23 X and he ce p is a pseudom~etric on X* 
entify my two points and x’ of X such that 
then we obtain a metrk space T. If we denote this identi- 
by *I then $4: X + Tis continuous and the mettic J+ of 
. 
Next, for each gi let us define a map h,: %X Y + I by 
(4) h,bt, y) = g&x Y) if i‘ ;= lj#(x) E T, y E Y . 
If t = Ji(x’), with another paint x’ of’X and y E Bj, then we ‘have 
&, x’) = 0 and hence p,(x, x’) = 0 by (2) and consequently g&x, y) = 
= g&x’, u) by (1). Thus hi is well-defined and g, = Ft i’.o (9 X I,). 
Let (t,, y,) be any point of TX Y. Then we have I0 = $(x0) ftx some 
x0 E X and J 0 E Int BI for semi;: positive integer j. For any E > 0 there 
is an cpen neighborhood IQ,) of y0 in Y such that V(J@ C Bi and 
Suppose t.!!at p,(t, to) < ~/2t+l. If t = e(x), tken &,x0) g: ~/21’+~ and 
hence p ,(x, x0) < 3 E; consequently we have by (?),- 
I(yO) C BIj WC: have by (5) and (6), 
us, if p,(t, to) < e/2j+l and y E V(,Y,), 
I h,(t, y) - h,(t,, Y*)l < E 9 
in vie JV of (4). Therefore, h,: TX Y + / is a continuous map. 
et us apply Lemma 1 to the continuous map J/ : X -+ T. Then 
a metric space S’ Mth dims g dim X and continuous onto 
S,~:S+Tsuchthatv’,=~oX.Letusput 
Then _Hi are cozero-sets in S X Y and Gi = (A XI, 
Thus {H,, . ..t $} is a finite cuvering of S X Y 
Since S is a tnettic space, the product theure 
[7, Theorem 41, a;ld hence 
dim(SXY)s dimS+di 
Therefore there exists a finite covering (KI, . ..) 
sets such that 
Ki ’ Hs ) i= 1, . ..) I* 9 
order of {I&, . . . . K}< dimM+di r =,=. 
Then {@Xl, -‘(Kj)’ i = I) . ..) r ) is a finite c~ve~in Of ;lIs x Y by cvOzel’.,@- 
sets and 
W+J’(K,)c (xxr,)-‘(Hj)=Cj, i= l,...,r, 
order of {(I+)--*(Ki): i= 1, _.,r} = 
= order of (Ki: i = 1, ..-) P 
This shows that dim (XX Y) 5 dim A’ + dim Y, and t e rr0of is com- 
ple ted. 
roof of rem 2. Let T be a mettic space and df: . xY4 Tacton- 
tinuous map. For any compact subset K 
flKXY:XXY-+ Tcanbeextendcd 
gK:KX~(Y)-+ T,sinceby I!1 
= Iri: X p( Y). ’ For anoth zr corn 
mapgL: LXpc(Y)-+ T9 a 
131 
i: i = 1, 2, ..~) s] be a fini rle open covering of 
by the cozero-sets, then 
i is a re ued continuous function over X. Then by 
[ 21 there exists a countable subset A, of A such that 
c”i” [n kf$AfJXd x 4 9 i= 1, 2, . ..) s, 
where Hj axe cozero-sets of lIAEAO XA. Since (H,) . . . , Hs ) is a finite 
Xh, we have only to prove Theorem 3 in case the set 
untable set. Hence we assume that A = (1, 2, . ..). 
FiCXll the awdrnption that dim Xi = 0 it follows that ind Xi = 0. Hence 
ind nXi = 0. Since IIXj is Lindelaf, by [6, II] this BROWS that 
dim nXi = 0. This completes our proof of Theorem 3. 
As for a space Y satisfyins the condition in Theorem 2 we have the 
llowing theorem. 
Theorem 4. For a space Y *he following statemenr r we equivalent: 
!a) p( Y) is locally compact and paracompac t. 
(b) There exists a ncsrmal open covering of Y consisting of relatively 
pseudocompact subsets. 
(c) There exists a continuous map g from Y (ii&J ii hxd@ compact 
metric space T such that g(F) is closed for each zero-set F of Y and 
- 1 (t) Is relatively pseudocompact s’n Y for each point t of T. 
Rosf. The equivalence (a) * (c’l can be seen frarn [ 11, @j,, 41. Since , 
(b) is obvious, we have onl:y to prove (b) =* (a). 
a E a} be a normal open coverkg of Y such that each 
G, is relatively pseudocompact. Let us set 
al open covering of p( Y). SZnce n(G,) C Clll Y+Ta 
C, is relatively pseudocompact in pi(Y), y IL Lemmas. I, f 
) is compact. Hence by [S, Theorem 12 y d.cW js 1ocaW corn- 
132 
Indeed, our proof of [ 
SE: i utilize the sum 
ner d sum theorem 
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